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Painting agema

Velites
BY

José A. BustAmAnte

W

ith this step-by-step article I will try to explain how to paint two Agema Miniatures velites. Velites were light
troops used as skirmishers in the Roman army, recruited from the poorest and youngest sectors of the
society. They wore no armour and were equipped with javelins and short swords. Miniatures are made
of plastic and are presented in a sprue with enough parts to assemble them in different ways. The velites are highly
detailed, especially the muscles, and their parts fit together really well. The only problem, in my opinion, is that heads
are a bit small and difficult to paint. I am going to paint both miniatures in different colours, one in white and the
other one in a cream colour.
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In the two first pictures (pics 1 and 2) we
can see the two miniatures primed in black
with the clothes painted.
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The base colour for the miniature in white
is Stone Grey (Vallejo, 884) and for the
other one is Tan Yellow (Vallejo, 912)
mixed with Chocolate Brown (Vallejo,
872) in a 1:1 ratio.
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Pictures 3 and 4 show the miniatures with
the first highlight, for the first highlight of
the white miniature we will use Deck Tan
(Vallejo, 986) mixed with White (Vallejo,
951) in a 1:1 ratio. For the first highlight of
the other miniature we will use Tan Yellow.
For the white cloak we have used this
mixture to get a rather dirty white tone.
The degree will depend on the amount of
white we use.
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For the second highlight we will add more
white to the first mix. Again, depending
on the white tone we want to get, we will
use more or less white paint.
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To paint the flesh I choose as starting
point a mixture of two colours of the
Mediterranean Flesh Foundry triad: bottles
A and B in a 1:1 ratio. This way I get a
softer transition which I really like (pics 7
and 8).
For the first highlight we will use a mix of
Orange Brown (Vallejo, 981) and Flat
Flesh (Vallejo,955) (60%-40%) as we can
see in pics 9 and 10.
For the last highlight we will use Flat Flesh
and a bit of the previous mixture to soften
the tone a bit and not get a too striking
contrast (pic 11).
Now we will start painting the miniatures gear.
For the wood of the shields and the spears
we will use Chocolate Brown as base, for the
helmet Hull Red (Vallejo, 985) and for the
belt and the sandals, Saddle Brown (Vallejo,
940) and Black in a 1:1 ratio (pic 12).

In the case of the other miniature, we will
apply the last highlight using Tan Yellow
and White (75% + 25%) as we can see in
pics 5 and 6.
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Once we have painted their clothes we will
paint the flesh. At this stage, whenever I
have to paint miniatures showing big flesh
areas, I change the way in which I paint
flesh. If I used my usual technique I would
need much more time.
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a bluish one. The base colours are Cavalry Brown and
Dark Prussian Blue (Vallejo, 899) and a bit of Black
(80%-20%) as we can see in picture 15.
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Highlighting will be our next step. In the case of wood we
will use Beige Brown (Vallejo, 875) and a bit of Yellow
Ochre (Vallejo, 913) (85%-15%). In the shield we will
try to simulate the graining to make the miniature more
attractive. We will use Saddle Brown to paint the belt
and the sandals and for the first highlight of the helmet
we will use a mixture of Bronze (998) and Brass (801)
in a 1:1 ratio. At this point, we will also paint the blade
of the sword, the javelins tip and the centre of the shield
using Gunmetal Grey (Vallejo, 863) (pic 13).

The first highlight for the red one will be done adding
Cavalry Brown to the base colour (70%-30%) and the first
highlight for the blue will be done using Dark Prussian
Blue and some Medium Blue (70%-30%) as in picture 16.
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The next step is applying the second highlight of the
helmet which will be done using the colour of the first
highlight and a bit of Silver (Vallejo, 790) (80%-20%).
We will also paint all the golden tones of the handles
and sheaths of the swords using Glorious Gold (Vallejo
Game Colour, 056) and we will also highlight the metal
parts of the sword and the javelins using Natural Steel
(Vallejo, 864) (pic 14).
Let us now paint the shields. I have decided to pain
one of them using a reddish tone and the other one in
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The second highlight of the red colour will be applied
mixing Cavalry Brown and the previous mixture and the
second highlight for the blue shield will be done mixing
Medium Blue and the first highlight. For the highlights
of the metallic centre of the shields I have used a Model
Air metallic tone, Chrome (064) as this range has a
much finer metallic pigment than the average paints,
so I like using them every now and then.
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COLOUR PALETTE
Priming
Black (950)
White Clothes
Base: Stone Grey (884)
1st Highlight: Deck Tan (986) & White (951) (1:1).
2nd Highlight: White (951) & 1st Highlight (1:3).

Cream Clothes
Base: Tan Yellow (912) & Chocolate Brown (872) (1:1).
1st Highlight: Tan Yellow (912)
2nd Highlight: Tan Yellow (912) & White (951) (3:1).

Helmet
Base: Hull Red (985).
1st Highlight: Bronze (998) & Brass (801) (1:1)
2nd Highlight: 1st Highlight & Silver (790) (4:1)

Steel
Base: Gunmetal Grey (863)
1st Highlight: Natural Steel (864)

Wood
Base: Chocolate Brown (872)
1st Highlight: Beige Brown (875) & Yellow Ochre (913)
(85%:15%)

Flesh
Base: Foundry Mediterranean Flesh A & B (1:1)
1st Highlight: Orange Brown (981) & Flat Flesh (955) (3:2).
2nd Highlight: Flat Flesh (955) & 1st Highlight (1:3).

Red Shield
Base: Cavalry Brown (982) & Black (950) (4:1)
1st Highlight: Cavalry Brown (982) & Base (30%:70%).
2nd Highlight: Marrón Rojizo (985) & 1st Highlight (1:3).
Metallic Highlight: Chrome (GC 064)

Golden
Glorious Gold (GC 056)

Blue Shield
Base: Dark Prussian Blue (899) & Black (950) (4:1).
1st Highlight: Dark Prussian Blue (899) & Medium Blue
(963) (70%:30%).
2nd Highlight: Medium Blue (963) & 1st Highlight (1:3).
Metallic Highlight: Chrome (GC 064)

Belt & Sandals
Base: Saddle Brown (940) & Black (950) (1:1)
1st Highlight: Saddle Brown (940)

